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nStructure of a molecule -> function 

nStructure allows, eg, Rational Drug Design, 
Understanding of human biochemistry. 

nPhotons (X-rays) allow depth information from 
intact systems at atomic resolution. 

nXFELs make it possible to determine the 
structure of molecules that are unable to be 
imaged by other means. These are structures 
typically of biological importance, < microns in 
size and include membrane proteins—the 
major class of proteins addressed by modern 
medicine.

Why look at the structure of biomolecules? 
Why do it at an XFEL? 

Influenza virus 
structure - A protein 
from the influenza 
virus 

Image: J. Varghese et 
al, CSIRO Health 
Sciences & Nutrition
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Serial crystallography: 
Structure determination from very small crystals
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XFELs for structure determination: Opportunities at the European XFEL

What we can do now: 
Serial Crystallography with XFELs 15

Crystallography of “small”, “radiation sensitive” or “dynamic” samples

Image from: Barty, et al, Nature Photonics 6, 35–40 (2012)
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The development of serial femtosecond crystallography
(SFX) using intense femtosecond-duration pulses from X-
ray free-electron lasers has opened up new avenues for the

measurement of macromolecular structures and macromolecular
dynamics. SFX has found particular application for room tem-
perature measurements using micron-sized and smaller protein
crystals, time-resolved studies of biomolecular dynamics at phy-
siologically relevant temperatures, and the measurement of
radiation-sensitive structures1–7. The pressing challenge facing
serial crystallography has been efficiently measuring diffraction
data from the large number of individual micro- or nanocrystals
required for the serial crystallography approach. Now, the new
European X-ray free-electron laser (EuXFEL) is the first X-ray
free-electron laser capable of delivering X-ray pulses with a
megahertz inter-pulse spacing, a peak pulse rate four orders of
magnitude higher than previously possible8. However, to date, it
has been unclear whether it would indeed be possible to measure
high-quality structures using an XFEL beam with a microsecond
X-ray pulse separation. Here, we show that high-quality struc-
tures can indeed be obtained using 1.1 MHz repetition rate pulses
from the European XFEL using currently available operating
conditions. We present two complete data sets, one from the well-
known model system in crystallography, lysozyme and the other
from a so far unknown complex of a β-lactamase from Klebsiella
pneumoniae involved in antibiotic resistance. This result opens up
the possibility of SFX structure determination at a far higher rate
than previously possible, enabling the efficient measurement of
the evolution and dynamics of molecular structures using
megahertz repetition rate pulses available at this new class of
X-ray laser source.Q1!Q7

Ultra-short and extremely intense X-ray pulses from XFELs
can outrun X-ray-induced damage processes to obtain practically
unperturbed structures before the onset of sample explosion9,10.

"Diffraction before destruction" has enabled the recent develop-
ment of SFX at FELs using sub-micron-sized crystals at room
temperature using doses far exceeding conventional radiation
damage limits11,12. Q8To date, SFX measurements have been limited
by facility pulse repetition rates to measuring at 120 frames
per second or 8 ms between pulses13–15. The EuXFEL design
produces bursts of X-ray pulses at a megahertz repetition rate,
repeating at 10 Hz frequency (Fig. 1). At the current EuXFEL,
intra-bunch repetition rate of 1.1 MHz the pulse spacing is less
than 1 μs, nearly four orders of magnitude shorter than previously
available8. The decreased time between X-ray pulses enables the
EuXFEL to deliver more pulses per second while maintaining the
same X-ray peak power, but simultaneously poses several chal-
lenges for SFX. Exposed sample must clear the X-ray interaction
point in less than 1 μs before the arrival of the next X-ray pulse
requiring sample to be delivered four orders of magnitude faster
than previously required. Additionally, detecting full-frame dif-
fraction patterns with megahertz pulse repetition rates requires a
totally new class of detector. Further complicating matters, the
high dose deposited by a single FEL pulse can cause the jet to
explode. This creates a void which must also clear the interaction
point before the next X-ray pulse arrives. The explosion has been
observed to send a shock wave back up the liquid column under
certain conditions16, while high levels of ionization produced in a
small area also create free electrons which can damage as yet
unexposed sample. Any of these effects could damage the
incoming protein crystals resulting in either modification of the
molecular or crystalline structure, possibly preventing structural
information to be acquired from diffraction measurements
altogether.

We demonstrate here that serial femtosecond crystallography
using bursts of megahertz repetition rate X-ray pulses is capable
of high-resolution structure determination using high-speed

AGIPD detector

AGIPD can measure up to: 
    352 frames at 1.1 MHz
    3520 frames per second
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    15 and 30 frames at 1.1 MHz
    150 and 300 frames per second
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Fig. 1 Megahertz serial crystallography. Pulses from the European XFEL were focused on the interaction region using a set of Beryllium lenses. Protein
crystals in crystallization solution were introduced into the focused XFEL beam using a liquid jet of 1.8 µm diameter moving at speeds between 50m/s and
100m/s. Diffraction from the sample was measured using an AGIPD, which is capable of measuring up to 3520 pulses per second at megahertz frame
rates. In-situ jet imaging (inset) showed that the liquid column does explode under the X-ray illumination conditions of this experiment using a jet with a
speed of 100m/s, but that the liquid jet recovered in less than 1 μs to deliver fresh sample in time for arrival of the next X-ray pulse. Images and movies of
jets at different speeds are included in the supplementary material

ARTICLE NATURE COMMUNICATIONS | DOI: 10.1038/s41467-018-06156-7
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Reminder: The scope of the XFEL Structural Biology

FIG. 1. Schematic sketch of the simulated single–particle imaging experiment, showing the undu-

lator section, horizontal o↵set mirrors, and focussing mirrors. Di↵racted photons are registered in

the detector. The inset shows the simulated molecule 2NIP.

Electronic damage (i.e. ionization), however, sets in even earlier with the very first

photons hitting the sample, producing photo–electrons of a few hundred to a few thousand

eV kinetic energy. This process is typically followed by Auger decay on time scales of a

few femtoseconds. Precise values vary between chemical elements. Auger lifetimes of the

most abundant 2NIP constituent atoms range between 4.9 fs (Oxygen) and 10.7 fs (Carbon)

[6, 12]. Auger electrons from L or M shells leave the atom with a few hundreds of eV,

triggering an avalanche of secondary impact ionization on time scales of roughly 10-100 fs,

creating the strong repulsive forces between ions responsible for the Coulomb expansion [13].

The immediate e↵ect of increased ionization, noticable already before the ionic displace-

ment sets in, is a decrease in the amount of coherently scattered photons since the elastic

scattering cross–section scales with the square of the number of bound electrons. In this

work, we study whether we can further improve the signal level and signal–to–noise ratio,

and thereby in turn the consistency of oriented di↵raction volumes, by reducing the pulse

duration to 3 fs FWHM, i.e. shorter than the Auger lifetime of most 2NIP constituents.

Our simulations track the x–ray photons from their generation in the FEL’s undulator

structure through the x–ray optical beam line to the sample interaction point. We take into

account the stochastic nature of self–amplified spontaneous emission (SASE) x–ray pulses

in the temporal and spectral domain, as well as imperfections of optical elements in the

beamline. Subsequently, we model the photons’ interaction with and scattering from the

sample including time dependent e↵ects and their eventual registration in the detector. Ori-

entation and phasing [3] of the simulated di↵raction patterns are also part of the simulation

5
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Data: SPI initiative, SLAC
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Results (work in progress) 

Preliminary conclusions and outlook 

Far field diffraction data from a nano-fabricated gold sample 
(sidelength ~800 nm, for similar sample see SEM picture (a)) was 
collected at beamline ID10 of the ESRF. Data from rotation angles 
θ = -80˚...72˚ was obtained using the high-dynamic range Mixed-
Mode Pixel Array Detector (MM-PAD), developed at Cornell 
University [3]. Then the sample was rotated along the beam 
direction by ca. 50°and another rotation series was collected (θ = 
-82˚...66˚). Due to the high dynamic range of the detector (>108 
photons/sec/pixel) no beamstop was required, allowing for full 
control of the scattered and unscattered beam. 
To arrive at the low signal level expected for scattering from small 
particles at FEL sources [4], 2000 frames per projection were 
collected, with 25 msec/frame exposure time, totalling in 456,000 
diffraction patterns for the full dataset presented here. In addition, 
the beam was attenuated by a factor of ~3.4. Corresponding 
background data (on the empty membrane) was collected as well. 
The average number of incident photons per frame was around 
5.9×105 photons, with around 111 scattered photons per frame 
(outside the central speckle). 

We obtained a 3D diffraction dataset with a relatively small missing cone (~30˚) and 228 orientations, 
divided into 2000 frames per projection. Diffraction data was measured without a beamstop, using 
the MM-PAD detector [3]. Individual frames have scattering levels in the range that is expected for 
FEL single-shot diffraction of macromolecules [4], allowing for a realistic experimental test of 
currently available orientation algorithms, such as EMC [2] or manifold embedding [5].  
The dataset comprising 456,000 individual frames was assembled into a 3D diffraction volume 
without the knowledge of the frames‘ orientation in 100 iterations of the EMC algorithm [2]. The 
phasing step was performed using the Hybrid-Input-Output (HIO) algorthm, combined with Error 
Reduction (ER).  
According to these still preliminary results EMC can be applied successfully in the SPI case to 
experimental data frames with as little as around a 100 photons per frame. Applications to data with 
higher background noise, taken at APS, are planned. 

Due to their unique source properties, recent and future Free Electron Laser 
(FEL) sources offer the potential of 3D Coherent X-ray Diffractice Imaging 
(CDI) of isolated, very small particles such as viruses or macromolecules, 
without the need for signal enhancement through crystallization [1]. Due to 
the Coulomb explosion initiated by the interaction of a very short (<100 fs) 
and bright (≥1012 photons) X-ray pulse with a single sample particle, this 
needs to be replenished continuously. Therefore, to obtain a 3D structure of 
the sample, diffraction data from a very large number of reproducible 
particles in random 3D orientations needs to be collected. The large number 
is required as (i) a certain amount of orientations is needed to cover all 
possible orientations and (ii) diffraction from particles as small as 
macromolecules is very weak, with signal levels of N~103 scattered photons 

per frame and less. Before the 3D electron density can be reconstructed 
based on iterative phase retrieval (phase problem), it is necessary to first 
reconstruct the 3D intensity distribution in reciprocal space (orientation 
problem) [2]. A considerable challenge in this process is experimental 
background scattering from the sample medium, the instrument, etc., which 
can be as high as the signal itself. 
To study the effect of this background and in order to establish, improve and 
evaluate the analysis steps from diffraction data collection to 3D structure 
retrieval we experimentally mimic an FEL experiment using a coherent 
synchrotron beam, with realistic signal level and background. As samples we 
use colloidal nano-particles and nano-frabricated gold structures with well-
known shape and composition. 
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ca. 10 μm×10 μm FWHM (hrz.×vrt.) 

� Eph = 8.1 keV 
� Sample-detector distance: 4.0 m 
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3D Diffraction volume reconstructed by EMC  

3D intensity after 100 iterations of the Expansion-Maximization-Compression (EMC) 
algorithm [2]. Different views on the same intensity distribution are shown. The algorithm was 
initialized  by a random 3D distribution. 

Real-space reconstruction 

To reach the reconstruction on the 
left, 560 iterations (Hybrid-Input-
Output) with Shrinkwrap support-
refinement (every 20th iteration) 
were performed. The threshold 
parameter for the Shrinkwrap-
process was set to 0.1. Finally, 240 
iterations of Error Reduction were 
added to reach a local minimum. An 
average of 55 reconstructions is 
shown here, iso-surface-renedered. 
The voxel sidelength is 15.9 nm. 

*Present address 

Outlook: Data with high background level 

Typical single frame (with sample) 

Typical single frame (w/o sample) 

Outline of sample (Au  
nano-particles) at one 
orientation. 

Data collected in a very similar manner at 
Advanced Photon Source, beamline 34IDC. 

Data: K. Giewekemeyer, et al

Sim recon: Yoon, et al
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Fig. S4. Schematic of the experimental setup. (A) A lipidic cubic phase (LCP) microjet 
continuously transports microcrystals across the focused XFEL beam. X-ray diffraction is 
recorded on a detector for each and every XFEL exposure. A green ns laser is used to 
photo-activate bR microcrystals prior to the arrival of an XFEL pulse. (B) Data collection 
sequence illustrating how X-ray diffraction data were collected at 30 Hz from photo-
activated (green laser flash, 15 Hz) and resting (no laser flash) in an interleaved fashion.  

Figure: Nango, et al, Science, 2016
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Far field diffraction data from a nano-fabricated gold sample 
(sidelength ~800 nm, for similar sample see SEM picture (a)) was 
collected at beamline ID10 of the ESRF. Data from rotation angles 
θ = -80˚...72˚ was obtained using the high-dynamic range Mixed-
Mode Pixel Array Detector (MM-PAD), developed at Cornell 
University [3]. Then the sample was rotated along the beam 
direction by ca. 50°and another rotation series was collected (θ = 
-82˚...66˚). Due to the high dynamic range of the detector (>108 
photons/sec/pixel) no beamstop was required, allowing for full 
control of the scattered and unscattered beam. 
To arrive at the low signal level expected for scattering from small 
particles at FEL sources [4], 2000 frames per projection were 
collected, with 25 msec/frame exposure time, totalling in 456,000 
diffraction patterns for the full dataset presented here. In addition, 
the beam was attenuated by a factor of ~3.4. Corresponding 
background data (on the empty membrane) was collected as well. 
The average number of incident photons per frame was around 
5.9×105 photons, with around 111 scattered photons per frame 
(outside the central speckle). 

We obtained a 3D diffraction dataset with a relatively small missing cone (~30˚) and 228 orientations, 
divided into 2000 frames per projection. Diffraction data was measured without a beamstop, using 
the MM-PAD detector [3]. Individual frames have scattering levels in the range that is expected for 
FEL single-shot diffraction of macromolecules [4], allowing for a realistic experimental test of 
currently available orientation algorithms, such as EMC [2] or manifold embedding [5].  
The dataset comprising 456,000 individual frames was assembled into a 3D diffraction volume 
without the knowledge of the frames‘ orientation in 100 iterations of the EMC algorithm [2]. The 
phasing step was performed using the Hybrid-Input-Output (HIO) algorthm, combined with Error 
Reduction (ER).  
According to these still preliminary results EMC can be applied successfully in the SPI case to 
experimental data frames with as little as around a 100 photons per frame. Applications to data with 
higher background noise, taken at APS, are planned. 

Due to their unique source properties, recent and future Free Electron Laser 
(FEL) sources offer the potential of 3D Coherent X-ray Diffractice Imaging 
(CDI) of isolated, very small particles such as viruses or macromolecules, 
without the need for signal enhancement through crystallization [1]. Due to 
the Coulomb explosion initiated by the interaction of a very short (<100 fs) 
and bright (≥1012 photons) X-ray pulse with a single sample particle, this 
needs to be replenished continuously. Therefore, to obtain a 3D structure of 
the sample, diffraction data from a very large number of reproducible 
particles in random 3D orientations needs to be collected. The large number 
is required as (i) a certain amount of orientations is needed to cover all 
possible orientations and (ii) diffraction from particles as small as 
macromolecules is very weak, with signal levels of N~103 scattered photons 

per frame and less. Before the 3D electron density can be reconstructed 
based on iterative phase retrieval (phase problem), it is necessary to first 
reconstruct the 3D intensity distribution in reciprocal space (orientation 
problem) [2]. A considerable challenge in this process is experimental 
background scattering from the sample medium, the instrument, etc., which 
can be as high as the signal itself. 
To study the effect of this background and in order to establish, improve and 
evaluate the analysis steps from diffraction data collection to 3D structure 
retrieval we experimentally mimic an FEL experiment using a coherent 
synchrotron beam, with realistic signal level and background. As samples we 
use colloidal nano-particles and nano-frabricated gold structures with well-
known shape and composition. 
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3D Diffraction volume reconstructed by EMC  

3D intensity after 100 iterations of the Expansion-Maximization-Compression (EMC) 
algorithm [2]. Different views on the same intensity distribution are shown. The algorithm was 
initialized  by a random 3D distribution. 

Real-space reconstruction 

To reach the reconstruction on the 
left, 560 iterations (Hybrid-Input-
Output) with Shrinkwrap support-
refinement (every 20th iteration) 
were performed. The threshold 
parameter for the Shrinkwrap-
process was set to 0.1. Finally, 240 
iterations of Error Reduction were 
added to reach a local minimum. An 
average of 55 reconstructions is 
shown here, iso-surface-renedered. 
The voxel sidelength is 15.9 nm. 
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Fig. S4. Schematic of the experimental setup. (A) A lipidic cubic phase (LCP) microjet 
continuously transports microcrystals across the focused XFEL beam. X-ray diffraction is 
recorded on a detector for each and every XFEL exposure. A green ns laser is used to 
photo-activate bR microcrystals prior to the arrival of an XFEL pulse. (B) Data collection 
sequence illustrating how X-ray diffraction data were collected at 30 Hz from photo-
activated (green laser flash, 15 Hz) and resting (no laser flash) in an interleaved fashion.  

Figure: Nango, et al, Science, 2016

Image: PDB 4W4Q
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Figure 4 | Jet explosions induced by XFEL pulses. a, Images of explosions
induced by 0.75 ± 0.08 mJ, 8.2 keV XFEL pulses in a 20-µm-diameter water
jet. A gap forms after a jet section near the X-ray spot vaporizes explosively.
Liquid from the jet ends is then pushed into thin conical films of water,
which later collapse onto the jet. b, The gap dynamics. The graph shows the
evolution of the gap size in 20-µm water jets, including the ones shown in a.
The gap has a logarithmic growth stage (I), followed by two stages of linear
growth (II and III). The growth rate depends on the pulse energy only during
stage I. The error bars represent the uncertainty of measurements.

pressure and the rate at which the liquid acquires linear momentum
when it becomes part of the film. The velocity of the gap growth
decays in stage I because the vapour cloud expands and its pressure
drops rapidly.

The stage I gap growth mechanism described above can be
modelled with a logarithmic growth of the gap, starting from a gap
length equal to the jet diameter (see the Supplementary Information
for derivation):

Xretraction =Rj +CRj ln(1+ t/⌧ ) (2)

where Xretraction is half of the gap size, C is a numerical constant
close to unity, and t is the delay time. The gap growth has a
characteristic length scale given by Rj, and a characteristic timescale
⌧ =Rj/vgas.

Limitations imposed by jet gaps in XFEL experiments
XFEL explosions in jets remove the jetting liquid, including any
samples carried by it, from the interaction region with X-rays. This
condition is temporary, because the gap moves with the jet, and the
upstream end of the jet will eventually reach the interaction region.
The jets we investigated recovered after delays in the microsecond
range (see Supplementary Information), and would not allow full
use of X-ray pulses at future MHz repetition rate facilities such as
the European XFEL and LCLS-II40,41.

To evaluate the impact of gap formation in XFEL experiments,
we derived detailed analytical formulae for the gap dynamics during
stage I and its size at the end of stage I, as a function of the properties
of the jet and of the XFEL pulse (see Supplementary Information
for derivation). These formulae are based on two approximations
of the empirical relation36 PSr = ⇢L(c0 + 2uP)uP, where c0 is the
speed of sound in water. One is a low-pressure regime in which
uP /PSr (PSr <1GPa), and the other a high-pressure regime inwhich
uP /p

PSr (PSr >10GPa).
The dynamics of the gap in the low-pressure (l) andhigh-pressure

(h) regimes is estimated using linear momentum arguments with an
assumption of cylindrical symmetry and is given by:

Xretraction,l (t)=Rj +Rj
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where �L is the cohesive energy density of water (2.3GPa). We
determined, by fitting the measurements, the numerical constants
KE,l =0.08, Kv,l =0.21, KE,h =0.06, and Kv,h =0.12. These constants
account empirically for the fact that some of the deposited energy
was used to drive shock waves that travelled along the jets; they
would be equal to unity if all the energy deposited by X-rays were
available to drive the gap growth.

Equations (3)–(6) predict quantitatively the gap expansion
dynamics during stage I (see Fig. 5b and the Supplementary
Information), and also the di�erent scaling of the gap size with the
jet size and pulse energy in the two pressure regimes. The di�erent
scaling arises owing to the di�erent dependence of uP on PSr, and
to a partial conversion of the exploded liquid to vapour in the low-
pressure regime.

The size of the gap at the end of stage I is a useful measure of
the damage induced by X-rays in the jet, because the gap growth
rate is much slower afterwards. Stage I ends when the retraction
rate caused by the jet’s surface energy becomes greater than the
retraction rate caused by the decaying gas pressure of the cloud.
Thus, we find that the (half) gap sizes at the end of stage I, XI, are
given by:

XI,l =Rj +Rj
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The gap size at the end of the stage I depends logarithmically
on the pulse energy, increasing in size by a length close to the
jet diameter when the pulse energy is doubled (see Fig. 4b and
the Supplementary Information). Figure 5c shows the comparison
between measurements and equations (7) and (8).

The formulae listed in this section should be applicable to
aqueous jets carrying samples that do not lead to a large change in
the density, viscosity, or X-ray absorption of the liquid. For example,
we found that jets of aqueous suspensions (up to 10% v/v) of protein
crystals had the same gap dynamics as jets of pure water (see the
Supplementary Information).
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Shock waves propagate even faster
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Figure 5 | A model for the vapour-driven growth of the gap. a, Mechanism of gap growth during stage I. The pressure inside the expanding cloud of
vaporized material pushes liquid from the intact regions of the jet into thin films; the intact jet sections are consumed at a velocity that depends on the
pressure inside the cloud. b, Model of gap growth during stage I (equations (5) and (6), blue line) and experimental data on a 3.5-µm-diameter jet (orange
circles). c, The size of the gap at the end of stage I can be modelled in two regimes of PSr pressures. The graph compares the model (equations (7) and (8))
with the experimental data, for all jets. The error bars represent the uncertainty of experimental data.

XFEL-induced trains of shock waves in jets
We observed well-defined shock waves travelling along 20-µm-
diameter jets after explosions induced by 0.75mJ X-ray pulses
(Fig. 6). Close to the explosion site, the shock velocity was
supersonic at ⇠2,500m s�1. Later during propagation, the shock
waves sloweddown to a value indistinguishable experimentally from
the speed of sound in water (⇠1,500m s�1). During the supersonic
propagation of the shock, the shock velocity corresponds35 to
a shock pressure of 1.2GPa, close to the value of PSr in this
experiment (1.6GPa).

After propagating for tens of nanoseconds, the initial shock split
to formup to six distinct fronts separated by distances of the order of
10 µm (Fig. 6b). This splitting indicates the presence of nanosecond
pressure and density oscillations in the liquid after the passage
of the first shock. Because the pressure in the jets (equal to the
Laplace pressure) is negligible relative to the peak positive pressures
generated by the shocks, pressure oscillations can reach negative
values (or tension) at which liquid water is stretched and provides a
driving force for the next oscillation. The images of shocks provide
evidence for such oscillations. The thickness of the dark edge of the
jet increases with the refractive index of the liquid, and thus with
its density. Figure 6c shows both positive and negative variations in
this thickness, corresponding to densities both above and below the
density of water inside the undisturbed jet.

Three-dimensional shocks produced by focused acoustic waves
in liquid water can also be followed by an oscillation to negative
pressures, but the negative swing is damped by cavitation on a
microsecond timescale, and further oscillations are suppressed42.
In our case the pressure oscillations occurred on a nanosecond
timescale, which should minimize the role of cavitation and allow
several positive-to-negative pressure oscillations.

Outlook
The dynamics of XFEL explosions in drops and jets is related to
that encountered in laser ablation, but without the complications of
light refraction and nonlinear absorption. Here we have shown that
the slowest class of explosion e�ects—the hydrodynamic flows—can
be rationalized and predicted quantitatively using analysis based on
conservation laws.

Further experimental and modelling work is needed to fully un-
derstand the dynamics of XFEL explosions, especially on timescales
shorter than a few nanoseconds. Given the reproducibility and sym-
metry of the hydrodynamic phenomena, it is reasonable to expect
that phenomena occurring earlier, such as the vaporization of the
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Figure 6 | The propagation of XFEL-induced shock waves in jets.
a, Pressure front position versus time, showing that shock waves launched
in a 20-µm-diameter jet initially propagate at supersonic velocities and
then slow down to the speed of sound. b, Image showing that multiple
shock waves split from the first one during propagation. The data shown in
a are for the propagation of the first shock. c, Image showing regions where
the density of liquid water is higher or lower than in the undisturbed jet,
visible as changes in the thickness of the dark edge of the jet. Thicker edges
indicate higher densities and positive pressures; thinner edges indicate
lower densities and negative pressures.

liquid, are also reproducible and controllable. More generally, XFEL
explosions might provide methods to control the states of matter
not only at the high energy densities produced shortly after the
absorption of X-rays20, but also at lower energy scales that are at
present inaccessible experimentally.

For example, the train of shocks observed in jets show that
XFEL explosions can apply large transient pressures in liquids
on nanosecond timescales. These transient pressures are both a
problem and an opportunity, because they can rapidly change the
environment (such as pH43) or the structure44 of samples probed at
XFEL facilities. We believe that the most promising application of
XFEL explosions is to trigger processes that depend on pressure, and
then probe these processes with a second XFEL pulse, using recently

NATURE PHYSICS | ADVANCE ONLINE PUBLICATION | www.nature.com/naturephysics

© 2016 Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved
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The development of serial femtosecond crystallography
(SFX) using intense femtosecond-duration pulses from X-
ray free-electron lasers has opened up new avenues for the

measurement of macromolecular structures and macromolecular
dynamics. SFX has found particular application for room tem-
perature measurements using micron-sized and smaller protein
crystals, time-resolved studies of biomolecular dynamics at phy-
siologically relevant temperatures, and the measurement of
radiation-sensitive structures1–7. The pressing challenge facing
serial crystallography has been efficiently measuring diffraction
data from the large number of individual micro- or nanocrystals
required for the serial crystallography approach. Now, the new
European X-ray free-electron laser (EuXFEL) is the first X-ray
free-electron laser capable of delivering X-ray pulses with a
megahertz inter-pulse spacing, a peak pulse rate four orders of
magnitude higher than previously possible8. However, to date, it
has been unclear whether it would indeed be possible to measure
high-quality structures using an XFEL beam with a microsecond
X-ray pulse separation. Here, we show that high-quality struc-
tures can indeed be obtained using 1.1 MHz repetition rate pulses
from the European XFEL using currently available operating
conditions. We present two complete data sets, one from the well-
known model system in crystallography, lysozyme and the other
from a so far unknown complex of a β-lactamase from Klebsiella
pneumoniae involved in antibiotic resistance. This result opens up
the possibility of SFX structure determination at a far higher rate
than previously possible, enabling the efficient measurement of
the evolution and dynamics of molecular structures using
megahertz repetition rate pulses available at this new class of
X-ray laser source.Q1!Q7

Ultra-short and extremely intense X-ray pulses from XFELs
can outrun X-ray-induced damage processes to obtain practically
unperturbed structures before the onset of sample explosion9,10.

"Diffraction before destruction" has enabled the recent develop-
ment of SFX at FELs using sub-micron-sized crystals at room
temperature using doses far exceeding conventional radiation
damage limits11,12. Q8To date, SFX measurements have been limited
by facility pulse repetition rates to measuring at 120 frames
per second or 8 ms between pulses13–15. The EuXFEL design
produces bursts of X-ray pulses at a megahertz repetition rate,
repeating at 10 Hz frequency (Fig. 1). At the current EuXFEL,
intra-bunch repetition rate of 1.1 MHz the pulse spacing is less
than 1 μs, nearly four orders of magnitude shorter than previously
available8. The decreased time between X-ray pulses enables the
EuXFEL to deliver more pulses per second while maintaining the
same X-ray peak power, but simultaneously poses several chal-
lenges for SFX. Exposed sample must clear the X-ray interaction
point in less than 1 μs before the arrival of the next X-ray pulse
requiring sample to be delivered four orders of magnitude faster
than previously required. Additionally, detecting full-frame dif-
fraction patterns with megahertz pulse repetition rates requires a
totally new class of detector. Further complicating matters, the
high dose deposited by a single FEL pulse can cause the jet to
explode. This creates a void which must also clear the interaction
point before the next X-ray pulse arrives. The explosion has been
observed to send a shock wave back up the liquid column under
certain conditions16, while high levels of ionization produced in a
small area also create free electrons which can damage as yet
unexposed sample. Any of these effects could damage the
incoming protein crystals resulting in either modification of the
molecular or crystalline structure, possibly preventing structural
information to be acquired from diffraction measurements
altogether.

We demonstrate here that serial femtosecond crystallography
using bursts of megahertz repetition rate X-ray pulses is capable
of high-resolution structure determination using high-speed

AGIPD detector

AGIPD can measure up to: 
    352 frames at 1.1 MHz
    3520 frames per second

This experiment:
    15 and 30 frames at 1.1 MHz
    150 and 300 frames per second
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Fig. 1 Megahertz serial crystallography. Pulses from the European XFEL were focused on the interaction region using a set of Beryllium lenses. Protein
crystals in crystallization solution were introduced into the focused XFEL beam using a liquid jet of 1.8 µm diameter moving at speeds between 50m/s and
100m/s. Diffraction from the sample was measured using an AGIPD, which is capable of measuring up to 3520 pulses per second at megahertz frame
rates. In-situ jet imaging (inset) showed that the liquid column does explode under the X-ray illumination conditions of this experiment using a jet with a
speed of 100m/s, but that the liquid jet recovered in less than 1 μs to deliver fresh sample in time for arrival of the next X-ray pulse. Images and movies of
jets at different speeds are included in the supplementary material

ARTICLE NATURE COMMUNICATIONS | DOI: 10.1038/s41467-018-06156-7

2 NATURE COMMUNICATIONS | _#####################_ | DOI: 10.1038/s41467-018-06156-7 | www.nature.com/naturecommunications

Schematic of first user experiment - #2012

Wiedorn, et al, Nat. Comms., 2018
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data from the large number of individual micro- or nanocrystals
required for the serial crystallography approach. Now, the new
European X-ray free-electron laser (EuXFEL) is the first X-ray
free-electron laser capable of delivering X-ray pulses with a
megahertz inter-pulse spacing, a peak pulse rate four orders of
magnitude higher than previously possible8. However, to date, it
has been unclear whether it would indeed be possible to measure
high-quality structures using an XFEL beam with a microsecond
X-ray pulse separation. Here, we show that high-quality struc-
tures can indeed be obtained using 1.1 MHz repetition rate pulses
from the European XFEL using currently available operating
conditions. We present two complete data sets, one from the well-
known model system in crystallography, lysozyme and the other
from a so far unknown complex of a β-lactamase from Klebsiella
pneumoniae involved in antibiotic resistance. This result opens up
the possibility of SFX structure determination at a far higher rate
than previously possible, enabling the efficient measurement of
the evolution and dynamics of molecular structures using
megahertz repetition rate pulses available at this new class of
X-ray laser source.Q1!Q7

Ultra-short and extremely intense X-ray pulses from XFELs
can outrun X-ray-induced damage processes to obtain practically
unperturbed structures before the onset of sample explosion9,10.

"Diffraction before destruction" has enabled the recent develop-
ment of SFX at FELs using sub-micron-sized crystals at room
temperature using doses far exceeding conventional radiation
damage limits11,12. Q8To date, SFX measurements have been limited
by facility pulse repetition rates to measuring at 120 frames
per second or 8 ms between pulses13–15. The EuXFEL design
produces bursts of X-ray pulses at a megahertz repetition rate,
repeating at 10 Hz frequency (Fig. 1). At the current EuXFEL,
intra-bunch repetition rate of 1.1 MHz the pulse spacing is less
than 1 μs, nearly four orders of magnitude shorter than previously
available8. The decreased time between X-ray pulses enables the
EuXFEL to deliver more pulses per second while maintaining the
same X-ray peak power, but simultaneously poses several chal-
lenges for SFX. Exposed sample must clear the X-ray interaction
point in less than 1 μs before the arrival of the next X-ray pulse
requiring sample to be delivered four orders of magnitude faster
than previously required. Additionally, detecting full-frame dif-
fraction patterns with megahertz pulse repetition rates requires a
totally new class of detector. Further complicating matters, the
high dose deposited by a single FEL pulse can cause the jet to
explode. This creates a void which must also clear the interaction
point before the next X-ray pulse arrives. The explosion has been
observed to send a shock wave back up the liquid column under
certain conditions16, while high levels of ionization produced in a
small area also create free electrons which can damage as yet
unexposed sample. Any of these effects could damage the
incoming protein crystals resulting in either modification of the
molecular or crystalline structure, possibly preventing structural
information to be acquired from diffraction measurements
altogether.

We demonstrate here that serial femtosecond crystallography
using bursts of megahertz repetition rate X-ray pulses is capable
of high-resolution structure determination using high-speed
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Fig. 1 Megahertz serial crystallography. Pulses from the European XFEL were focused on the interaction region using a set of Beryllium lenses. Protein
crystals in crystallization solution were introduced into the focused XFEL beam using a liquid jet of 1.8 µm diameter moving at speeds between 50m/s and
100m/s. Diffraction from the sample was measured using an AGIPD, which is capable of measuring up to 3520 pulses per second at megahertz frame
rates. In-situ jet imaging (inset) showed that the liquid column does explode under the X-ray illumination conditions of this experiment using a jet with a
speed of 100m/s, but that the liquid jet recovered in less than 1 μs to deliver fresh sample in time for arrival of the next X-ray pulse. Images and movies of
jets at different speeds are included in the supplementary material
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EuXFEL to deliver more pulses per second while maintaining the
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point in less than 1 μs before the arrival of the next X-ray pulse
requiring sample to be delivered four orders of magnitude faster
than previously required. Additionally, detecting full-frame dif-
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totally new class of detector. Further complicating matters, the
high dose deposited by a single FEL pulse can cause the jet to
explode. This creates a void which must also clear the interaction
point before the next X-ray pulse arrives. The explosion has been
observed to send a shock wave back up the liquid column under
certain conditions16, while high levels of ionization produced in a
small area also create free electrons which can damage as yet
unexposed sample. Any of these effects could damage the
incoming protein crystals resulting in either modification of the
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information to be acquired from diffraction measurements
altogether.
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Fig. 1 Megahertz serial crystallography. Pulses from the European XFEL were focused on the interaction region using a set of Beryllium lenses. Protein
crystals in crystallization solution were introduced into the focused XFEL beam using a liquid jet of 1.8 µm diameter moving at speeds between 50m/s and
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available8. The decreased time between X-ray pulses enables the
EuXFEL to deliver more pulses per second while maintaining the
same X-ray peak power, but simultaneously poses several chal-
lenges for SFX. Exposed sample must clear the X-ray interaction
point in less than 1 μs before the arrival of the next X-ray pulse
requiring sample to be delivered four orders of magnitude faster
than previously required. Additionally, detecting full-frame dif-
fraction patterns with megahertz pulse repetition rates requires a
totally new class of detector. Further complicating matters, the
high dose deposited by a single FEL pulse can cause the jet to
explode. This creates a void which must also clear the interaction
point before the next X-ray pulse arrives. The explosion has been
observed to send a shock wave back up the liquid column under
certain conditions16, while high levels of ionization produced in a
small area also create free electrons which can damage as yet
unexposed sample. Any of these effects could damage the
incoming protein crystals resulting in either modification of the
molecular or crystalline structure, possibly preventing structural
information to be acquired from diffraction measurements
altogether.
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Fig. 1 Megahertz serial crystallography. Pulses from the European XFEL were focused on the interaction region using a set of Beryllium lenses. Protein
crystals in crystallization solution were introduced into the focused XFEL beam using a liquid jet of 1.8 µm diameter moving at speeds between 50m/s and
100m/s. Diffraction from the sample was measured using an AGIPD, which is capable of measuring up to 3520 pulses per second at megahertz frame
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from a so far unknown complex of a β-lactamase from Klebsiella
pneumoniae involved in antibiotic resistance. This result opens up
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can outrun X-ray-induced damage processes to obtain practically
unperturbed structures before the onset of sample explosion9,10.

"Diffraction before destruction" has enabled the recent develop-
ment of SFX at FELs using sub-micron-sized crystals at room
temperature using doses far exceeding conventional radiation
damage limits11,12. Q8To date, SFX measurements have been limited
by facility pulse repetition rates to measuring at 120 frames
per second or 8 ms between pulses13–15. The EuXFEL design
produces bursts of X-ray pulses at a megahertz repetition rate,
repeating at 10 Hz frequency (Fig. 1). At the current EuXFEL,
intra-bunch repetition rate of 1.1 MHz the pulse spacing is less
than 1 μs, nearly four orders of magnitude shorter than previously
available8. The decreased time between X-ray pulses enables the
EuXFEL to deliver more pulses per second while maintaining the
same X-ray peak power, but simultaneously poses several chal-
lenges for SFX. Exposed sample must clear the X-ray interaction
point in less than 1 μs before the arrival of the next X-ray pulse
requiring sample to be delivered four orders of magnitude faster
than previously required. Additionally, detecting full-frame dif-
fraction patterns with megahertz pulse repetition rates requires a
totally new class of detector. Further complicating matters, the
high dose deposited by a single FEL pulse can cause the jet to
explode. This creates a void which must also clear the interaction
point before the next X-ray pulse arrives. The explosion has been
observed to send a shock wave back up the liquid column under
certain conditions16, while high levels of ionization produced in a
small area also create free electrons which can damage as yet
unexposed sample. Any of these effects could damage the
incoming protein crystals resulting in either modification of the
molecular or crystalline structure, possibly preventing structural
information to be acquired from diffraction measurements
altogether.

We demonstrate here that serial femtosecond crystallography
using bursts of megahertz repetition rate X-ray pulses is capable
of high-resolution structure determination using high-speed
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Fig. 1 Megahertz serial crystallography. Pulses from the European XFEL were focused on the interaction region using a set of Beryllium lenses. Protein
crystals in crystallization solution were introduced into the focused XFEL beam using a liquid jet of 1.8 µm diameter moving at speeds between 50m/s and
100m/s. Diffraction from the sample was measured using an AGIPD, which is capable of measuring up to 3520 pulses per second at megahertz frame
rates. In-situ jet imaging (inset) showed that the liquid column does explode under the X-ray illumination conditions of this experiment using a jet with a
speed of 100m/s, but that the liquid jet recovered in less than 1 μs to deliver fresh sample in time for arrival of the next X-ray pulse. Images and movies of
jets at different speeds are included in the supplementary material
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megahertz inter-pulse spacing, a peak pulse rate four orders of
magnitude higher than previously possible8. However, to date, it
has been unclear whether it would indeed be possible to measure
high-quality structures using an XFEL beam with a microsecond
X-ray pulse separation. Here, we show that high-quality struc-
tures can indeed be obtained using 1.1 MHz repetition rate pulses
from the European XFEL using currently available operating
conditions. We present two complete data sets, one from the well-
known model system in crystallography, lysozyme and the other
from a so far unknown complex of a β-lactamase from Klebsiella
pneumoniae involved in antibiotic resistance. This result opens up
the possibility of SFX structure determination at a far higher rate
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the evolution and dynamics of molecular structures using
megahertz repetition rate pulses available at this new class of
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Ultra-short and extremely intense X-ray pulses from XFELs
can outrun X-ray-induced damage processes to obtain practically
unperturbed structures before the onset of sample explosion9,10.

"Diffraction before destruction" has enabled the recent develop-
ment of SFX at FELs using sub-micron-sized crystals at room
temperature using doses far exceeding conventional radiation
damage limits11,12. Q8To date, SFX measurements have been limited
by facility pulse repetition rates to measuring at 120 frames
per second or 8 ms between pulses13–15. The EuXFEL design
produces bursts of X-ray pulses at a megahertz repetition rate,
repeating at 10 Hz frequency (Fig. 1). At the current EuXFEL,
intra-bunch repetition rate of 1.1 MHz the pulse spacing is less
than 1 μs, nearly four orders of magnitude shorter than previously
available8. The decreased time between X-ray pulses enables the
EuXFEL to deliver more pulses per second while maintaining the
same X-ray peak power, but simultaneously poses several chal-
lenges for SFX. Exposed sample must clear the X-ray interaction
point in less than 1 μs before the arrival of the next X-ray pulse
requiring sample to be delivered four orders of magnitude faster
than previously required. Additionally, detecting full-frame dif-
fraction patterns with megahertz pulse repetition rates requires a
totally new class of detector. Further complicating matters, the
high dose deposited by a single FEL pulse can cause the jet to
explode. This creates a void which must also clear the interaction
point before the next X-ray pulse arrives. The explosion has been
observed to send a shock wave back up the liquid column under
certain conditions16, while high levels of ionization produced in a
small area also create free electrons which can damage as yet
unexposed sample. Any of these effects could damage the
incoming protein crystals resulting in either modification of the
molecular or crystalline structure, possibly preventing structural
information to be acquired from diffraction measurements
altogether.

We demonstrate here that serial femtosecond crystallography
using bursts of megahertz repetition rate X-ray pulses is capable
of high-resolution structure determination using high-speed
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Fig. 1 Megahertz serial crystallography. Pulses from the European XFEL were focused on the interaction region using a set of Beryllium lenses. Protein
crystals in crystallization solution were introduced into the focused XFEL beam using a liquid jet of 1.8 µm diameter moving at speeds between 50m/s and
100m/s. Diffraction from the sample was measured using an AGIPD, which is capable of measuring up to 3520 pulses per second at megahertz frame
rates. In-situ jet imaging (inset) showed that the liquid column does explode under the X-ray illumination conditions of this experiment using a jet with a
speed of 100m/s, but that the liquid jet recovered in less than 1 μs to deliver fresh sample in time for arrival of the next X-ray pulse. Images and movies of
jets at different speeds are included in the supplementary material
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than 1 μs, nearly four orders of magnitude shorter than previously
available8. The decreased time between X-ray pulses enables the
EuXFEL to deliver more pulses per second while maintaining the
same X-ray peak power, but simultaneously poses several chal-
lenges for SFX. Exposed sample must clear the X-ray interaction
point in less than 1 μs before the arrival of the next X-ray pulse
requiring sample to be delivered four orders of magnitude faster
than previously required. Additionally, detecting full-frame dif-
fraction patterns with megahertz pulse repetition rates requires a
totally new class of detector. Further complicating matters, the
high dose deposited by a single FEL pulse can cause the jet to
explode. This creates a void which must also clear the interaction
point before the next X-ray pulse arrives. The explosion has been
observed to send a shock wave back up the liquid column under
certain conditions16, while high levels of ionization produced in a
small area also create free electrons which can damage as yet
unexposed sample. Any of these effects could damage the
incoming protein crystals resulting in either modification of the
molecular or crystalline structure, possibly preventing structural
information to be acquired from diffraction measurements
altogether.
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Fig. 1 Megahertz serial crystallography. Pulses from the European XFEL were focused on the interaction region using a set of Beryllium lenses. Protein
crystals in crystallization solution were introduced into the focused XFEL beam using a liquid jet of 1.8 µm diameter moving at speeds between 50m/s and
100m/s. Diffraction from the sample was measured using an AGIPD, which is capable of measuring up to 3520 pulses per second at megahertz frame
rates. In-situ jet imaging (inset) showed that the liquid column does explode under the X-ray illumination conditions of this experiment using a jet with a
speed of 100m/s, but that the liquid jet recovered in less than 1 μs to deliver fresh sample in time for arrival of the next X-ray pulse. Images and movies of
jets at different speeds are included in the supplementary material
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Key questions:
 Can we collect and analyse serial crystallography data?
 Can we use the whole pulse train?
 Does the ‘quality’ of the data change throughout the train?
 Can we determine structure(s) at the European XFEL?

Wiedorn, et al, Nat. Comms., 2018
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The AGIPD (2D detector) looks great when calibrated and 
exhibits an excellent dynamic range

different amounts of energy deposited in the sample at these
photon energies, and by then comparing the data obtained from
each pulse number within a train for a given photon energy (see
Fig. 2 and Supplementary Information). The diffraction data were
indexed and integrated using CrystFEL24,25.

Notably, the quality of the data is very good, allowing
observation of the anomalous sulphur signal as shown in Fig. 2a.
Statistics for the full data sets are given in Table 1.

Since the integrity of disulfide bonds is a sensitive marker for
radiation damage in lysozyme crystals26, we compared the bond
length of the disulfide bridges derived from data collected using
the first pulse and those of later pulses, respectively. Since these
refined to the same value within experimental error (Supplemen-
tary Table 1), significant radiation damage caused by previous
pulses appears unlikely.

We then investigated other statistical indicators of diffraction
data quality to check for shock wave-induced damage. Impor-
tantly, at both 7.47 and 9.22 keV photon energy, the diffraction
resolution, as well as other quality measures such as Rwork/Rfree
and CC*27 (Fig. 2b–d and Supplementary Figures 2 and 3) do not
show a dependence on the position in the pulse train. In
particular, there is no difference in resolution between the
diffraction data collected by the first and second X-ray pulse
(Fig. 2c, Supplementary Fig. 4), both distributions having a peak
at the same resolution (~2.2 Å in case of the 7.47 keV data). The

hit rate (the ratio between the number of detected diffraction
patterns and the total number of images) shows some variation
(Fig. 2e, and Supplementary Fig. 2c), as does the signal-to-noise
ratio (Supplementary Fig. 3a, e), Rsplit (Supplementary Fig. 3c, g)
and the Wilson B factor (Supplementary Fig. 3b, f); however, this
can be explained by the variation of the pulse intensity over the
train, which decreases with pulse number (Fig. 2d, e, Supple-
mentary Fig. 2). For some quality indicators, the data statistics
show a discontinuity between the first and the last half of the
pulse train (Supplementary Figure 3c, g, Supplementary Figure 5,
Supplementary Figure 6 and Supplementary Note 1), for reasons
that are currently unclear. Since the pulse energy does not show a
similarly abrupt behavior (Fig. 2d, e and Supplementary Fig. 2b, c),
possible explanations could include a change in e.g. the
calibration and/or offset parameters for the various memory cells
of the detector. Indeed, we found that in the detector calibration
data recorded using copper fluorescence in a series of flat field
measurements, stronger intensity signals occur much more
frequently for the second half of the memory cells. This increase
in the calibration measurements shows the same trend with the
memory cell number as the jump we observed using diffraction
data. Moreover, given that radiation- and/or shock wave-induced
damage should affect the whole pulse train either as a smooth
trend (i.e., as a cumulative effect over the pulses) or as a sudden
change from the first to the second pulse in the train, it is highly

a b c

d

Fig. 1 Consecutive X-ray exposures. a Liquid microjet (lysozyme microcrystals in mother liquor, ~4 µm jet diameter) after being hit by the first two
consecutive X-ray pulses of a pulse train separated by 886 ns, as viewed by the off-axis camera using fs laser illumination shortly after the second X-ray
pulse. Flow direction is pointing down in the image. Each X-ray pulse leads to an explosion in the jet, opening up a gap (black arrows). The jet is sufficiently
fast (~45m s−1) to close the gap created by the first pulse (lower gap) in time for the second pulse to hit the jet (upper gap). The distance d between both
gap centers is ~40 µm. The scale bar is 20 µm. b, c Diffraction patterns of lysozyme microcrystals recorded with the first (b) and second (c) X-ray pulse of
the same pulse train (886 ns time delay between pulses) showing that the two pulses probed different crystals. a–c All data were recorded from the same
sample suspension, using the same nozzle and flow parameters
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liquid jets as the sample delivery medium using hen egg white
lysozyme (HEWL) as a known and well-characterized model
system. HEWL is an extremely well-characterized system that
crystallizes easily into a range of crystal sizes, making it an
excellent system for demonstrating SFX at MHz pulse rates. We
further demonstrate that MHz SFX is suitable for structural dis-
covery by determining the structure of a so far unknown complex
of a β-lactamase from K. pneumoniae. This enzyme belongs to the
extended spectrum β-lactamases (ESBLs) that play an important
role in emerging multi-antibiotic resistance mechanisms. This
class of enzymes is able to hydrolyze the β-lactam ring structure
of most prominent antibacterial agents used in medicine and
render them ineffective. The constantly evolving resistance to
penicillin and penicillin-derived antibiotics is forcing the devel-
opment of new antibiotics, as particular ESBLs including CTX-M-
14 from K. pneumoniae are already able to cleave even antibiotics
specifically developed against pathogens with high β-lactamase
stability including third-generation cephalosporins such as cefo-
taxime or ceftazidime17. These cephalosporins have bulky R1
residues, which means that they no longer fit into the binding
pocket of β-lactamases and thus are no longer cleaved by them.
The so-called activity-stability compromise for the observed
substrate-spectrum-expanding mutations in ESBL describing an
enlargement of the binding pocket at the expense of the overall
stability of the enzyme18 is a suspected cause of inhibition19. To
obtain structural insights into the molecular basis and spectrum
of CTX-M-14 inhibition, we analyzed the complex with the
inhibitor avibactam. Furthermore, studying β-lactamase binding
is an important demonstration towards both high-throughput
substrate screening and future time-resolved diffusion-based SFX
experiments in which inhibitor and crystals are mixed on the fly
to enable time-resolved structural studies of substrate binding20.

Results
Megahertz serial crystallography. Our experiment was con-
ducted at the SPB/SFX (single particles, clusters and biomolecules
and serial femtosecond crystallography) instrument of the Eur-
opean XFEL21. For the HEWL measurements, X-ray pulses with a
mean photon energy of 9.3 keV (1.3 Å wavelength), a mean pulse
energy of 580 µJ and pulse length of approximately 50 fs duration
(derived from the electron bunch length) were focused by ber-
yllium compound refractive lenses into a focal spot of less than
15 µm diameter full width at half maximum (FWHM) in the SPB/
SFX interaction region (Fig. 1). The European XFEL pulse
structure for this experiment comprised 15 X-ray pulses at
1.1 MHz repetition rate repeating at 10 Hz, for a total of 150
pulses per second. Microcrystals of HEWL of 6–8 µm size were
introduced into the X-ray interaction region in a 1.8 µm diameter

liquid jet by a gas dynamic virtual nozzle at speeds of between 50
and 100m/s. Jet speed was measured using direct imaging in the
laboratory under the same conditions as used in the EuXFEL
experiment (Table 1). Measurements were made at room tem-
perature and the absorbed dose for each crystal was estimated to
be 0.5 MGy using RADDOSE-3D version 2.122 based on an
estimated 50% beamline transmission and a 15 µm focal spot size.
Diffraction from each X-ray pulse was measured using a
1-megapixel AGIPD (adaptive gain integrating pixel detector)
located 0.12 m downstream of the interaction region as shown in
Fig. 1. A sample crystal diffraction pattern is shown in Fig. 2
demonstrating the quality of diffraction patterns measured. An
image of an HEWL crystal in liquid jet under the same sample
delivery conditions used in this experiment is shown in Supple-
mentary Figure 1, which also illustrates how jet speed for crystal
solution was directly measured using double exposure
illumination.

An important consideration is whether data can be collected
from any pulse in the EuXFEL pulse train, or only from the first
pulse due to jet destruction or crystal damage. Direct imaging of
the liquid jet using stroboscopic laser illumination shows that the
XFEL pulse initially vaporizes the jet but that the liquid column
does indeed recover in time for the next X-ray pulse for jets with a
diameter of less than 2 µm and speeds between 50 and 100 m/s,
while jets with a speed of 25 m/s do not recover in time (Fig. 3
and Supplementary Movie 1, Supplementary Movie 2, Supple-
mentary Movie 3, Supplementary Movie 4). Imaging reveals that
explosion dynamics for jet speeds of between 50 and 100 m/s are
qualitatively different from those previously reported16, showing
a clean break in the liquid stream rather than the rapid expansion
shapes reported in ref. 16, reflecting the smaller jet size and larger
focus compared to previous studies. Results at higher doses but
lower photon energies at FLASH suggest this behavior will scale
to the smaller focal spot sizes of 1 µm and 0.1 µm which will be
available at the SPB instrument in the near future23.

Lysozyme reference data. We collected 749,874 diffraction pat-
terns from HEWL crystal solution in 83 min of measurement
time at 150 pulses per second, of which 25,193 images (4%) were

Table 1 Measured jet speeds

Condition 50m/s 75m/s 100m/s 25m/s

Liquid flow (µL/min) 15 13 13 41
Gas flow (mg/min) 23 50 80 20
Water
Delay time (ns) 200 130 80 ~2000
Distance by imaging in lab
(µm)

10.1 10.0 8.7 ~50

Speed by imaging in lab (m/s) 50.5 76.9 108.8 25
Lysozyme crystal suspension
Delay time (ns) 500 400 200 –
Distance by imaging in lab
(µm)

21.2 31.0 21.0 –

Speed by imaging in lab (m/s) 42.4 77.5 105.0 –

0

2600

Fig. 2 Diffraction pattern from HEWL. Diffraction pattern from a single
HEWL microcrystal measured using MHz pulses of 40 fs duration X-rays at
9.3 keV at SFX/SPB using the AGIPD 1M detector. Dynamic gain switching
of the AGIPD detector enables simultaneous low noise and high dynamic
range: each pixel has three gain settings which are automatically selected
depending on the per-pixel cumulative intensity to simultaneously
maximize sensitivity and dynamic range. Image clipped at 2600 counts to
show content, full dynamic range of brightest spots extends to 109,000
counts
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AGIPD exhibits an excellent dynamic range 
and operates at MHz rates
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Various metrics show data quality independent of position 
of pulse in train (for early experiment conditions)
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available at the European XFEL. This work was performed with
pulse trains of 15 and 30 X-ray pulses delivered in bursts with a
1.1 MHz inter-pulse repetition rate, for a total of 150 and 300
pulses per second—the number of pulses available at the time of
the experiment during instrument commissioning. However, the
advance to exploiting sub-microsecond inter-pulse spacing is the
key advance. At the time of writing, the European XFEL has
already performed experiments at 600 pulses per second at
1.1 MHz pulse rates. The instrument has been tested using pulse

trains enabling 1760 pulses per second and 3520 pulses
per second and is planned to be available for users in 2019. The
results presented here demonstrate that SFX using X-ray pulses
with sub-microsecond inter-pulse spacing is suitable for high-
resolution structure determination, and thus the results scale to
even more pulses per train up to and beyond the current AGIPD
memory cell limit of 352 pulses per train.

We can therefore look forward to measurements using more
pulses per unit time as the number of pulses per train delivered by
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Fig. 4 HEWL diffraction was measured on all pulses in the pulse train. a Hit fraction as a function of pulse number indicates that crystals are hit randomly
on any pulse within the MHz EuXFEL pulse train, and not only on the first pulse in the pulse train. b Indexable lattices were equally distributed among the
MHz XFEL pulse trains and no sign of degradation in data quality is observed through the pulse train as measured by the overall CC* for subsets of the data
corresponding to each pulse. c CrystFEL resolution estimate as a function of X-ray pulse within a train shows no decrease in estimated resolution through
the course of the pulse train. d CC* for data separated from each pulse indicates similar data quality for each pulse in the pulse train. Merging all pulses
produces higher data quality (as expected). e Correlation of merged data from the first pulse relative to each subsequent pulse in the pulse train indicates
that data are similar on each pulse to the limit of data quality available in this experiment. Both (d, e) are generated from the same stream files used for
structure determination sorted according to pulse ID
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available at the European XFEL. This work was performed with
pulse trains of 15 and 30 X-ray pulses delivered in bursts with a
1.1 MHz inter-pulse repetition rate, for a total of 150 and 300
pulses per second—the number of pulses available at the time of
the experiment during instrument commissioning. However, the
advance to exploiting sub-microsecond inter-pulse spacing is the
key advance. At the time of writing, the European XFEL has
already performed experiments at 600 pulses per second at
1.1 MHz pulse rates. The instrument has been tested using pulse

trains enabling 1760 pulses per second and 3520 pulses
per second and is planned to be available for users in 2019. The
results presented here demonstrate that SFX using X-ray pulses
with sub-microsecond inter-pulse spacing is suitable for high-
resolution structure determination, and thus the results scale to
even more pulses per train up to and beyond the current AGIPD
memory cell limit of 352 pulses per train.

We can therefore look forward to measurements using more
pulses per unit time as the number of pulses per train delivered by
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Fig. 4 HEWL diffraction was measured on all pulses in the pulse train. a Hit fraction as a function of pulse number indicates that crystals are hit randomly
on any pulse within the MHz EuXFEL pulse train, and not only on the first pulse in the pulse train. b Indexable lattices were equally distributed among the
MHz XFEL pulse trains and no sign of degradation in data quality is observed through the pulse train as measured by the overall CC* for subsets of the data
corresponding to each pulse. c CrystFEL resolution estimate as a function of X-ray pulse within a train shows no decrease in estimated resolution through
the course of the pulse train. d CC* for data separated from each pulse indicates similar data quality for each pulse in the pulse train. Merging all pulses
produces higher data quality (as expected). e Correlation of merged data from the first pulse relative to each subsequent pulse in the pulse train indicates
that data are similar on each pulse to the limit of data quality available in this experiment. Both (d, e) are generated from the same stream files used for
structure determination sorted according to pulse ID
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stock was used for batch crystallization setups by mixing volumes of 50% CTX-M-
14 with 10% undiluted seed stock and 40% precipitant solution. Resulting
microcrystals were centrifuged at 200 × g for 5 min and the pellet was crushed
using a glass tissue homogenizer. This procedure was repeated 10 times and the
supernatant of a final centrifugation step was used for two successive rounds of
seed stock preparation, resulting in approximately 1 mL of highly concentrated
seed stock that was used for following CTX-M-14 batch crystallization setups.
CTX-M-14 microcrystals prepared by this approach grew within 1 h and had a
homogeneous size distribution ranging from 3 to 8 µm, scored by light microscopy.
Prior to sample loading into the reservoir container the crystal suspension was
filtered using a 20 µm gravity flow filter and mixed at this time with avibactam to
obtain a final avibactam concentration of 20 mM.

Fast jets. Delivery of suspensions of crystal solution followed the principle of a gas
dynamic virtual nozzle32–34 in which a liquid stream is focused and accelerated by
the virtual orifice created by a co-propagating helium gas flow. The sample was
delivered to the injector using a syringe approach in which a high-pressure liquid
chromatography (HPLC) pump (Shimadzu) delivered water to drive the plunger in
a sample reservoir, forcing sample through a syringe into the injector lines. The
pump delivers a constant flow even at high pressures and thus allows for stable and
steady delivery of the sample suspension. The sample flow rate was additionally
monitored by a liquid flow meter (Sensirion) located in the water stream between
the HPLC pump and the sample syringe/reservoir. Gas flow was controlled using a
GP1 gas pressure regulator (Proportion-air) and the flow rate was monitored with a
gas flow meter (Bronkhorst). Nozzle tips were produced by three-dimensional (3D)
printing35 following the design shown in Fig. 1. A 50 µm internal diameter injector
sample line was used for improved stability with the crystal sizes used, placing an
upper limit on achievable jet speed in this experiment. Three different conditions
were chosen for sample delivery spanning the range of 50–100 m/s jet speed,
significantly faster than previous jet velocities that were usually below 30 m/s36. Jet
speeds were estimated during the experiment based on the flow conditions and
known geometry of the 3D-printed nozzle, and subsequently verified by high-speed
imaging in the laboratory using the same flow conditions as listed in Table 1.
Laboratory measurement with both water and HEWL crystal suspension showed
similar jet speeds, as reported in Table 1. The speed of the 25 m/s jet was calculated
with less precision from movement of the X-ray-induced gaps at EuXFEL. No
crystal diffraction data were collected with the 25 m/s jet. For simplicity in the main
text and figures we refer to these conditions as jets with a speed of 100, 75, 50 and
25 m/s, values which retain physical meaning but do not over-estimate the stability
of the jet speed over time.

Placement of injector nozzles near the XFEL interaction region was achieved
using a “nozzle rod” mount provided by the EuXFEL sample environment group,
providing the ability to optimize overlap between the focused X-ray beam and the
sample-containing liquid jet. Interaction of the jet with the XFEL was imaged using
an in-situ microscope with pulsed laser back illumination (Coherent Minilite-II,
pulse duration of 3–5 ns for the frequency doubled 532 nm pulse) synchronized to
the XFEL pulses similar to the arrangement in ref. 16. Jet explosion movies were
collected using the higher pulse energy of the β-lactamase measurements.

SPB/SFX instrument. Experiments were performed at the SFX/SPB serial fem-
tosecond crystallography instrument at the European XFEL X-ray free-electron
laser in September 2017 (HEWL) and April 2018 (CTX-M-14) using parameters as
described in the main text. The size of the focal spot in the interaction region was

estimated to be 16 µm ± 4 µm FWHM diameter based on optical imaging of single
shots using a 20 µm thick Ce:YAG screen. An analysis of the scattered signal on the
detector suggests it is possible the actual focal spot was somewhat smaller in size.
The liquid jets (described above) were positioned in the interaction region by
mounting nozzles on a movable “nozzle rod” which held the jets just above the
X-ray focal position and aligned to the X-ray beam using an in-line microscope
viewing system. Diffraction from the sample was measured using an AGIPD 1M
located 0.12 m downstream of the sample interaction region, with the unused direct
beam passing through a central hole in the detector to a beam stop further
downstream.

The AGIPD (Supplementary Figure 4) is a new charge integrating detector built
for the European XFEL that is capable of measuring full frames at the EuXFEL
pulse repetition rate. The AGIPD is designed to read out in burst mode because the
EuXFEL delivers trains of X-ray pulses at MHz repetition rate, repeating at 10 Hz
repetition rate. This experiment was performed with 60 pulses per burst at 1.1 MHz
repetition rate. The EuXFEL design parameters extend to bursts of up to 2700
pulses at 4.5 MHz repetition rate, and thus each AGIPD pixel contains 352 analog
memory cells which can be addressed at MHz repetition rates. Each AGIPD pixel
contains 352 analog memory cells which can be written at MHz repetition rates,
enabling the AGIPD to measure bursts of up to 352 individual X-ray pulses at MHz
repetition rate. Subsequently, all memory cells are read out in the less than 100 ms
before arrival of the next burst of X-ray pulses. This enables up to 352 pulses per
train to be measured, or when fewer than 352 pulses populate a pulse train allows
all pulses to be measured, as is this case here. The maximum frame rate of AGIPD
is therefore 3520 frames per second matched to the EuXFEL pulse structure. Each
pixel of AGIPD has three gain settings which are automatically selected on a frame-
by-frame basis depending on the signal present in each pixel (Supplementary
Figure 4). The AGIPD 1M detector used here consists of 16 tiles of 128 × 512 pixels
each arranged as shown in Fig. 1 and Supplementary Figures 4 and 5. Calibration
of the AGIPD readout requires measurement of the pedestal, gain and gain
switching threshold for each of the three gain stages in each memory cell of each
pixel. In this experiment the detector readout was initially limited to the first 15 X-
ray pulses during instrument commissioning (HEWL), and later 30 pulses (CTX-
M-14).

XFEL data analysis. Experiment progress was monitored online using OnDA37 for
serial crystallography reading data in real time from the EuXFEL control system
Karabo38 using the Karabo bridge39. Of the 749,874 diffraction patterns collected
during HEWL data acquisition runs used for final analysis, 25,193 (3.3%) images
were found by Cheetah24 to contain crystal diffraction (peakfinder8, minSNR= 8,
minADC= 200, minPix= 2, minPeaks= 20). The same procedure was followed
for CTX-M-14, except with the peakfinder8 parameters minSNR= 8, minADC=
250, minPix= 1, minPeaks= 20. Data from each AGIPD module was saved into
separate files, and thus Cheetah24 was updated to match data from each of the
16 separate modules by train and pulse number. This ensured data was processed
from the same X-ray pulse even in the presence of missing data frames, for
example, if not all modules were present in the saved data for all train and pulse ID
combinations. Data were read from uncalibrated (RAW_) data files in European
XFEL format, and thus detector calibration was required. See Supplementary
Figure 4 for operation of the AGIPD multiple-gain mode. AGIPD calibration was
performed in Cheetah as follows: first the memory cell in use for the given TrainID
and PulseID combination was determined, and then the recorded gain switch level
was compared against the gain threshold for that memory cell to determine which
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main metal binding sites, as expected given the metal content of
native concanavalin A32. In structures determined from macro-
scopic crystals this site is typically occupied by a manganese ion,
which increases diffraction quality33.

Discussion
Taken together, our present data suggest that under the condi-
tions used, neither protein structure nor crystal quality is affected
by previous X-ray pulses. While these results are very promising
for MHz data collection, it must be noted that the conditions of
the experiment were fairly mild in terms of X-ray exposure due to
the current large focus spot size of ~15 µm (FWHM) and an
intra-train repetition rate of 1.128 MHz. The final design char-
acteristics of the SPB/SFX instrument at EuXFEL foresee an X-ray
focus of hundreds of nanometers (nanofocus) to a few micro-
meters (microfocus) resulting in a much higher fluence, com-
bined with the possibility of a 4.5 MHz intra-train repetition
rate13,14 which will therefore require a reassessment of this issue.

Our results demonstrate that MHz XFELs can be used to collect
high-quality serial femtosecond crystallography data, and that
under the conditions used in the current experiment, shock waves
caused by the interaction between the sample jet and the XFEL
pulses do not compromise the data to a measurable extent. The data
are good enough to evaluate a previously uncharacterized sample.
As shown by the electron density maps of the concanavalin A and B
structures determined in this study, the data are of high quality and
this is likely to improve as experience with ultrafast detectors such
as the AGIPD increases. Moreover, in just one shift (12 h) of data
collection, ~77,000 indexed images were collected of concanavalin
A and ~24,000 of concanavalin B, despite this being one of the very
first experiments at a new facility.

The findings presented here are of interest for a large and con-
tinuously growing community of scientists interested in using MHz
XFELs. The possibility of recording data >100 times faster than
previously possible means that XFEL technology will in the near
future become available to many more scientists since the cost of
these measurements will decrease greatly as the time spent to acquire
the data is reduced. Notably, the techniques we used in our present
work and the underlying physics of operating sequential experiments
at MHz rates are also directly relevant to other subfields of XFEL
science, from physicists interested in extreme interactions between
radiation and matter, to chemists focused on ultrafast reactions, and
to other scientists interested in “big data” measurements.

Methods
Crystallization. Jack bean meal was obtained as a fine powder from Sigma (J0125).
Proteins were extracted following published procedures28,29. To this end, 50 g of
jack bean powder were suspended in 200 ml of phosphate buffer (100 mM, pH 8.0)
and stirred for 1 h at 4 °C. After centrifugation, acetone was added to the super-
natant to yield 28% and incubated over night at 4 °C. After centrifugation the
acetone concentration was increased to 31.6% and stirred for 1 h at RT. Upon
further centrifugation the acetone concentration was increased to 50% and stirred
1 h at RT. After a final round of centrifugation the pellet was dissolved in 50 ml 50
mM Tris pH 8.0. This solution was dialyzed for 48 h against water at 4 °C. Rod-
and rugby-ball-shaped crystals appeared overnight. After 2 weeks of storage at 4 °C,
needle-shaped crystals appeared. Lysozyme microcrystals were grown by rapidly
mixing 2.5 ml of protein solution (hen egg white lysoyme (Sigma) in 0.1 M sodium
acetate buffer pH 3.0) and 7.5 ml precipitate solution (20% NaCl, 6% PEG 6000,
0.1 M sodium acetate pH 3.0). The mixture was left over night on a slowly rotating
wheel shaker. After gravity-induced settling, the crystalline pellet was washed
several times in crystal storage solution (10% NaCl, 0.1 M sodium acetate buffer,
pH 4.0). The microcrystal size depends on protein concentration and temperature:
~1 µm crystals were obtained using a protein concentration of 32 mgml−1 at 4 °
C22; the microcrystals were slightly larger (~2 × 2 × 3 µm) when using a protein
concentration of 50 mgml−1 at room temperature34.
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In short, the instrument works  
and we can do serial crystallography 
at SPB/SFX!

Can be measured (ideally) in minutes at MHz rates!
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X-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs) enable novel experiments because of their high peak

brilliance and femtosecond pulse duration. However, non-superconducting XFELs offer

repetition rates of only 10–120 Hz, placing significant demands on beam time and sample

consumption. We describe serial femtosecond crystallography experiments performed at the

European XFEL, the first MHz repetition rate XFEL, delivering 1.128MHz X-ray pulse trains at

10 Hz. Given the short spacing between pulses, damage caused by shock waves launched by

one XFEL pulse on sample probed by subsequent pulses is a concern. To investigate this

issue, we collected data from lysozyme microcrystals, exposed to a ~15 μm XFEL beam. Under

these conditions, data quality is independent of whether the first or subsequent pulses of the

train were used for data collection. We also analyzed a mixture of microcrystals of jack bean

proteins, from which the structure of native, magnesium-containing concanavalin A was

determined.
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Megahertz serial crystallography
Max O. Wiedorn et al.#

The new European X-ray free electron laser is the first X-ray free-electron laser capable of

delivering X-ray pulses with a megahertz inter-pulse spacing, more than four orders of

magnitude higher than previously possible. However, to date, it has been unclear whether it

would indeed be possible to measure high-quality structures at megahertz pulse repetition

rates. Here, we show that high-quality structures can indeed be obtained using currently

available operating conditions at the European XFEL. We present two complete data sets, one

from the well-known model system lysozyme and the other from a so far unknown complex

of a β-lactamase from K. pneumoniae involved in antibiotic resistance. This result opens up

megahertz SFX as a tool for reliable structure determination, substrate screening and the

efficient measurement of the evolution and dynamics of molecular structures using mega-

hertz repetition rate pulses available at this new class of X-ray laser source.
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Now: 10x more data per second as other XFELs

Soon: ≳ 30 tim
es more data per second

Great news for all high rep-rate XFELs
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Alternate sample delivery method(s)

 Commissioning setup M. Sikorski, et al, SPB/SFX 

 Liquid Jet, B. Doak & R. Shoeman, Max Planck institute for Medical Research (with XFEL sample environment) 

 Aerosol Jet, Uppsala University with XFEL sample environment

SPB/SFX Commissioning setup 
Installed: 20.06.17
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Alternate sample delivery method(s)

 Commissioning setup M. Sikorski, et al, SPB/SFX 

 Liquid Jet, B. Doak & R. Shoeman, Max Planck institute for Medical Research (with XFEL sample environment) 

 Aerosol Jet, Uppsala University with XFEL sample environment

SPB/SFX Commissioning setup 
Installed: 20.06.17 Liquid Jet setup 

Installed: 22.08.17

Aerosol jet in lab 
Installed at instrument: 26.11.17

Fixed target sample delivery has many advantages
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Photon Beam Parameters for future (TR-) SFX Experiments

Present Future  
Liquid jet experiments

Future  
Fixed target experiments

Repetition rate Up to MHz rates MHz rates possible and in 
many cases desirable

Presently ~120 Hz, and 
perhaps up to low kHz 
possible 

Pulse energy Few mJ At least few mJ At least few mJ

Photon energies 5-16 keV 5-16 keV 
(Some case for even higher 
energies, if suitable detector 
exists)

5-16 keV 
(Some case for even higher 
energies, if suitable detector 
exists)

Pulse duration Tens of fs Perhaps shorter than tens fs Perhaps shorter than tens fs

Bandwidth ~0.5% Ideally variable up to few % Ideally variable up to few % 
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Headline Conclusions

 For the parameters used (1.1 MHz rep rate, 15 um spot—now 4 µm) 
the European XFEL rep rate can be successfully exploited 
for both serial crystallography (and SPI) 

 Day one instrument works—first structures determined! 
Publishable results generated! 

 Still plenty of work to be done at the instrument, however already we can use SPB/SFX for serial 
crystallographic structure determination and first single particle imaging projects! 

 High repetition rate XFELs do indeed offer more data per unit time for both SFX and SPI 

 This should have significant benefits for the development of SPI just by generating larger data 
sets that can be mined and ‘cut’ in various ways—more is more! 

 Fixed target sample delivery is limited to perhaps low kHz rates, however, is also a very viable 
way of doing structural biology at XFELs 

 Also yes much less sample (which can often be very valuable) 

 Whatever rep rate is used, detectors that work at that rate are required too!
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